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Background 

Introduction 

When editors improve scientific manuscripts written by researchers they 

notice the same types of problems again and again. I will present 

examples where experience from editing can be used to improve English 

language courses by teaching relevant knowledge and skills to students 

taking postgraduate degrees in French universities. 
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Conclusions 

•  Concepts in scientific publication must be explained to students, 

 including the need for good search strategies.  

•  Postgraduate students usually grasp general ideas very quickly 

 but miss out on the richness and precision of English because 

 vocabulary is consistently too narrow. Reading non-scientific 

 material can have immediate positive results.  

•  Structured thinking and expression could be emphasised more 

 across all subjects. 

•  All English lessons should emphasise verbs (tenses, functions, 

 active/passive voices, irregular verbs, phrasal verbs, variety). 

•  Students who use English regularly (play video games, write 

 computer programs, travel, or interact with English-speaking 

 family and friends) are the most confident and fluent.  

•  Editors can feed back information to university English teachers 

 to ensure students are equipped with the skills and knowledge 

 that are fit for purpose in scientific careers. 

 

English is mostly a compulsory module in scientific or technical degrees 

offered by French universities from undergraduate to doctorate levels, 

including degrees in biology, dairy science, biotechnology and business, 

genomics, mathematics for life sciences, cognitive science, sports 

science and social sciences.  

 

Most students are French, but there are many international students from 

countries like Egypt, Morocco, Benin, Tunisia, Senegal, Kurdistan, Iran, 

Algeria and China. On average, Master’s students have been learning 

English for 10-12 years, but they feel in self-assessments that their level 

(A2-B2 on the Common European Framework of Reference for 

Languages) is below what would be expected for so many years of study. 

Using editing to inform teaching 

Today’s students have grown up with the internet, search engines and 

hyperlinks, so the idea of reading a bound journal in a library is an 

abstract one. Not surprisingly, students have a blurred concept of what 

constitutes journals, citation databases like PubMed, or on online 

publishing platforms like BioMed Central, especially when just clicking 

links moves them quickly across virtual boundaries.  

 

It can be hard to understand how keyword searches work and to 

critically assess search results in a foreign language. Differences 

between different types of papers are not obvious to everyone.  

Explaining science communication 

from an editor’s viewpoint in English 

lessons ensures that students have a 

good basis from which to start their 

own research projects.  

 

Ask students to search for different 

types of papers (original articles, 

reviews, methods, etc.) on a given 

topic or to find a specific paper 

given incomplete information.   

 

Structure 

To overcome common problems with grammar, real-life situations can be enacted.  

Grammar for real life 

Students act out using a food traceability. 

checklist they have written. 

To practise using the correct word order in 

questions, study the World Health Organisation 

Surgical Safety checklist or similar documents.  

Ask students to write a checklist of questions for 

a situation in the laboratory or office. 

 

Students have probably learned irregular verbs by 

rote but have had little opportunity to use them. 

Study the tenses of verbs used in different sections 

of a research paper. Ask students to write a 

Materials and Methods section in the past tense 

and passive voice based on a protocol/recipe in 

the imperative. 

Writing in a structured way is a major problem for students, from sentences up to a 

full text. Bad punctuation and repetition create streams of consciousness instead of 

trains of thought. This does not seems to be a problem with English alone. 

Nevertheless it is important to draw attention to the structure of all resource texts and 

ask students to try different structures in their writing. Studying structured abstracts, 

like those in Annals of Botany or Genome Biology, is particularly useful. 

Blank out a structured abstract and ask students to rewrite it based on the 

information in the main text of the paper. 

A professional outlook 

English lessons are a good forum to discuss and debate professional and 

ethical issues. For example, discuss scientific career progression after 

studying obituaries of famous scientists. 

 

Plagiarism is a topic which comes up naturally through homework and 

exams. A firm pedagogical stance must be taken to explain the 

significance of plagiarism in the university and beyond. Some classes 

are all-male (sports science), some are all-female (biology), while some 

interdisciplinary classes are gender-balanced (bioinformatics, 

mathematics for biology), so raising awareness of gender issues in 

science through resource texts is very pertinent.  

Students organise their own conference 

including a break for strawberry cake. 

By practising the language needed 

to show courtesy and  collegiality, 

students are prepared for 

professional situations. Ask 

students to organise a conference 

where everyone participates. 

 

fingerprint   cell   chaperone   pathway   translation   mapping   spindle   silencing   knockout 

greenhouse   web   chain   pyramid   keystone   barcode   hitchhiking  corridor   pool 

web   virus   mouse   cut and paste   Trojan horse   file   language   thread   spam 

Building vocabulary 

Limited vocabulary is a consistent barrier to understanding and expression. To tackle 

this, the language and culture behind classic scientific analogies can be explored. 

Ask students to explain why these common words have become technical terms 

in biology, ecology or computing. 

Do you know your spindle from your greenhouse? 

The only way to 

improve vocabulary 

is to read more 

widely - novels, 

magazines, even 

children’s books.  

Ask students to read a book in English and present a review. Ask them to read a 

poem or song lyrics to the rest of the class. 

 

Editors spend a lot of time correcting mistranslations. Insist that students stop 

translating, and instead build up new vocabulary from authentic texts.  
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